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Thank you for gathering outside this afternoon with us as we stand 

together in remembering Dr. Balmer and dedicating a new tree to her on 

this, our south lawn of Souby Hall.  This tree was recently chosen with care 

to add to our arboretum on campus and to remind us of the life that she 

brought to our campus.  You will hear more about the tree a little later.    

Although we lost Dr. Balmer’s daily vibrant presence in our lives almost a 

year ago, we still feel the profound effect she has on our lives each day.  My 

hope is that this gathering will give us the opportunity to reflect together 

and be uplifted by all of the memories we share.  I would like to take this 

moment to assure all of the students who were here last year how much 

she cared about each of you and your journeys going forward.  Most 

importantly, I hope we can be uplifted by the many ways that our 

memories of Dr. Balmer continue to flourish in our hearts and minds. 

 

When you think of your close friends and family in life, if you are like me, 

you always feel closer after you have gone through something challenging 

together.  Whatever challenge or sadness comes our way in life, we are 

drawn to be in community with each other.  These are moments that mark 

the bonds of our community and bring to light their significance.  Last year 

the bonds that this community shared were remarkably strong.  You, the 

students, led the way in knitting the fabric that held us together through 

that time.   

I have heard it said that “belonging is a lost art.  It’s not simply that we’ve 

chosen not to belong.  It’s that we have forgotten how.” Not so with the 

Harpeth Hall community.  We know how to belong and that is something 

that I believe Dr. Balmer left for all of us. 



Today we will hear a few reflections, poetry and music.  I hope we will also 
have a little time to think and remember ourselves, individually.  Hazrat 
Kahn reminds us that “the heart breaks again and again until it breaks 
open.  Mary Oliver, whom you will hear quoted again in a moment writes 
that it, and I paraphrase, “breaks open and never closes again to the rest of 
the world.”  

Girls, may our hearts always be touched by human frailty and remain open.   

Each of you have your unique experiences with Dr. Balmer and as I said, I 

hope you will take the time to remember them today.   

I would like to take a minute to introduce you to our speakers and 

performers today.   

 8th grade student, Mary Meacham will read a poem, entitled, “When I 

am among the trees” by Mary Oliver.   

 Sarah Bellardo, senior, will share some of her reflections about Dr. 

Balmer.   

 Our upper school chamber choir will sing, “One Voice”, which will 

be followed by a faculty reflection of Dr. Balmer by Coach Sutton.   

 Finally, we will have Ophelia Pilkinton close our program today 

before we all sing the Alma Mater. 

And now, I would like to ask Mary Meacham to the podium at this time. 

 

 

 

 


